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have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the

service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Here's your chance to get your hands on something rare, beautiful, and
exceptionally interesting. The chrome and brightw Private Seller. Has original engine and trans.
Ford Crown Victoria Fairlane, all original, unrestored show car. Less than 16, miles. This Ford
Crown Victoria 2 door hardtop is red and white inside and out! It is powered by a Refine
Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red
cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership.
This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual,
service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner,
33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer.
Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new
staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and
trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of
approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a
clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary
Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary
EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in
New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to
Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic driver information center, head-up
display, and independent suspension with active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one
of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only
38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3.
Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars.
Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal.
Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x.
This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars.
The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The
Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Any time we get stunning 50s era Detroit metal into our
Classic Auto Mall showroom, it tends to attract a lot of attention and usually doesn't stick
around very long. This is a Ford Fairlane Crown Victoria that has been painstakingly restored to
its top of the Ford line status. It's the perfect car for anyone who wants an accurate,
exceptionally well done restoration for half the price of doing it themselves. The beneficiary of a
rotisserie restoration less than miles ago, this classic is dripping with all the trappings one
would expect from a luxury car of that era Continental kit rear bumper, in bumper exhaust,
factory front and rear bumper guards, fender skirts, and the list goes on and on. Exterior With a
true to form 50's color palette, we are greeted with straight steel panels minding their gaps, and
bathed in two tone Tropical Rose, and Snowshoe White. It is broken up by the polished
stainless of the now famous 'Fairlane strip' which flows gracefully from the top of the front
fenders down the side of the car and hits the tail lights mid fender. Centered on the 'Fairlane
strip' in the middle of the doors are great looking badging emblems with gold crown, and silver
Victoria in your grandmother's handwriting. Along the rocker panels of the car, spotless
stainless trim highlights pronounced rear fender skirts. Perfect glass that is in excellent shape
all around is accented by the Crown Victoria exclusive chrome 'basket handle' roof piece and
stainless window trim. The roof is pretty in Tropical Rose pink. Out back, the jet-age taillight
lenses look new and are topped by a small fin which houses the backup lights. The trunk is
backed by a Continental Bumper complete with metal enclosed spare tire. Details abound, with
a unique finned radio antenna mounted on the trunk, lock cylinder covers all around, and dual
chromed exterior rear-view mirrors mounted on both doors. Wide whites wrap polished wheel
covers, that have a centered cloisonn Ford Badge. Interior Looking like it was plucked right out
of a Silk City Dining Car, the beautiful White and Magenta combo has a firm but comfortable

feel, as well as all the aesthetics that come with the mid 50's. The door panels which mimic the
"Fairlane Strip" are Magenta up top, and White on the bottom. Climb in and you'll be surrounded
by rose horizontal tufted inserts and ultra-wide white vinyl bolsters which are on front and back
benches. The back bench is noteworthy as it has an armrest inserted and above is framed by a
multiple stepped "V" with the Ford logo inside These seats are fronted by a perfect dash, in
magenta and white metal, and with all correct instruments. All this is floating within an
impeccable black thick pile carpet. The headliner is just as impressive on the inside with the
stainless basket handle breaking it up, and in white vinyl. The trunk has had the once over with
snowshoe paint, and the correct Ford plaid trunk liner. Drivetrain The original ci V8 is looking
fine with its orange painted block and intake, black valve covers and a showroom condition
gray oil bath air cleaner, all complete with correct decals. Absolutely no corrosion under the
hood, supple hoses and a pristine radiator. On top of the engine, we see a single 2-barrel
carburetor, and on back is a Ford-O-Matic 3-speed automatic transmission. All power goes
rearward to a Ford 9-inch rear. Undercarriage Very clean and definitely rust-free environment
with a now black and white environment. Black frame and drivetrain, and white floor pans that
show nothing but road dirt. For the suspension we note very nicely restored independent coil
springs in front, and leaf springs on the rear. Drum brakes are all around, and a rust free
exhaust system has been installed. Drive-Ability My decoder partner in crime would be perfectly
satisfied if every car was from the 50's, however variety is the spice of life, and this one has
plenty of good taste. The car starts right up, runs like a champ, and rides like a dream. All
instruments, fans etc were functioning, however the turn signals do not function nor does the
horn. I wanted to take the remainder of the day off and drive to the shore, but I could not get
permission If you are into 50's ultimate cool, with a smattering of creature comforts, diner like
interior, and plenty of stainless shine, then this retro Fairlane may have your name on it. With a
color combo that was probably in your grandparent's bathroom on the first floor of their
rancher, it is simply dripping with the mid 's, and is all in excellent condition, perfectly restored.
Classic Auto Mall is a ,square foot classic and special interest automobile showroom, featuring
over vehicles for sale with showroom space for up to 1, vehicles. Also, a vehicle barn find
collection is on display. This vehicle is located in our showroom in Morgantown, Pennsylvania,
conveniently located just 1-hour west of Philadelphia on the I Pennsylvania Turnpike. The
website is Please contact us anytime for more information or to come see the vehicle in person.
Deposit: Buyer must contact us within 24 hours of accepted offer, and make arrangements for
payment at that time. Payment of Balance Due: The remainder is due plus applicable fees and
taxes within 7 days. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the
vehicle or sell it otherwise. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the
vehicle. Additional Fees and Taxes: All Pennsylvania residents must pay applicable state and
local tax, title and license fees. Out of state buyers are responsible for their own state taxes and
fees. Shipping: The buyer is responsible for all shipping charges unless otherwise documented
on the sales agreement. We will assist the buyer with finding a shipping company. We assume
no responsibility for damages incurred after leaving our premises. If the vehicle is going to be
shipped, full payment must be received before the vehicle is delivered to the shipping company.
Buyer's Inspection: Every effort has been made to accurately and fairly describe this vehicle to
you. Classic Auto Mall, Inc. Please be advised that used vehicles will have typical scratches and
dings inherent for their year and mechanical parts are subject to fail. Buyer is responsible for
any inspection charges and fees. Warranty: Unless otherwise stated in the vehicle description,
this vehicle is being sold "as is". No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are
any representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Notice to Bidders: We
reserve the right to cancel all bids and end the auction early should the
1967 eldorado
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vehicle no longer be available for sale. We will end auctions early should a vehicle be sold at
the dealership.. Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase this
vehicle. Please do not bid if you are not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this
vehicle. Bid Retractions: Bid retractions are not allowed nor will be recognized within 12 hours
of auctions end. Seller will not be obligated to sell in the event of a late retraction. Negative
Feedback Bidders: We do not allow bidding from negative feedback bidders. New bidders with
zero feedback rating should email us or call us prior to bidding. Non-Paying Bidder: If the
deposit is not received within 48 hours of the close of auction or if the balance is not paid in full
within 7 days following the close of auction, we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or sell the
vehicle to the next highest bidder or another qualified buyer. Home Inventory Consignment
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